Welcome to the Holy Cross Campus Poetry Walk. This temporary designated walking route through parts of our beautiful grounds highlights original poetry by Holy Cross students.

Approximate length: 1 mile

A digital version of the Poetry Walk is available for anyone wishing to enjoy this event virtually. Link: crossworks.holycross.edu/poetry2021

An extension of this walk can be found along a nature trail in an undeveloped part of campus. It features poems by Louise Imogene Guiney, whose papers are held in the College’s Archives and Special Collections.

We are grateful to our partners:

College of the Holy Cross
Student Affairs
Office of Sustainability
Monserrat
English Department
Campus Recreation
CAB

Holy Cross Libraries

April-September 2021
The path begins at Dinand Library and ends at the clock near the Hogan Campus Center, creating a loop through the center of campus. Most of the path is accessible, although at the end there are two stairways. An alternate path has been provided.

**START**

1. Dinand Library (seating area at side entrance)
2. Base of stairs to the Hoval  
   Ani Zhu / A Child Says
3. Area at top of “grand staircase”  
   Sofia Keefe / Body and Blood
4. Triangle outside of Smith Hall  
   Finley Cassidy / The Days

**Proceed east along sidewalk, around Hoval (do not go up stairs)**

5. Greenspace between Lehy and Hanselman  
   Grace Berlew / Encounters with the Deep
6. Greenspace at corner of Clark  
   Jenny Feraud / God's Unfailing Love
7. Greenspace at corner of Brooks  
   Kimberly Fetherston / Going to the Sun
8. Greenspace near entrance to Brooks  
   Elizabeth Halleron / Photograph of Hayden
9. Greenspace at bend in loop  
   Fortune Okundaye / I
10. Gate to McCarthy Lane  
    Adrian Coyle / Miracles

(across the street leads to a nature trail with poetry by Louise Imogene Guiney)

To view Poems 21-24 requires the use of stairs. Alternatively, stay on street level and follow the sidewalk towards Hogan to finish at #25. Poems 21-24 may be accessed using the digital version.

**Continue on Easy Street, looping around Brooks**

11. Greenspace at bend in loop  
    Alexander Thurber / More than a Neighbor
12. Bottom of stairs leading to Figge  
    Emily Foscaldo / Childhood Bliss
13. Stairs leading from Clark to parking lot  
    anon. / Mankind
14. Stairs leading from Hanselman to parking lot  
    Sophie Cassarino / Pretty Little Necklace
15. Stairs leading from Lehy to parking lot  
    anon. / Sonnet for Summer
16. Corner of Hogan Campus Center  
    Brendan Ryan / Listening to Aaron Copland While Driving Across America

**Continue west in front of Hogan Campus Center**

17. Hogan Campus Center  
    Tim Doyle / The Man Who Stood Still
18. First greenspace to the Jo  
    Aldona Casey / The Shades of Your Life
19. Corner of second greenspace/Class of 2020 Walkway  
    Milly O'Brien / To Become a Snow Leopard
20. Top of stairs to Wheeler  
    Angela Partusch / To Love a Shadow
21. Bottom of stairs to Wheeler  
    Donnel Delva / Now My Mind is Like a Hungry Flower
22. Corner of Wheeler Beach  
    Grace Acquilano / Want to Get Skinny Fast?
23. Bottom of stairs near Wheeler side entrance  
    Dorien Steadman / Selma 1965: After Martin Luther King, Jr.

**Go up stairs and follow sidewalk**

24. Corner of path to library and Hogan  
    Paul Marchese '36/ In Closing
25. Hogan clock  

**FINISH**